Residual Highway Convolutional Neural Networks for in-loop Filtering in HEVC.
High efficiency video coding (HEVC) standard achieves half bit-rate reduction while keeping the same quality compared with AVC. However, it still cannot satisfy the demand of higher quality in real applications, especially at low bit rates. To further improve the quality of reconstructed frame while reducing the bitrates, a residual highway convolutional neural network (RHCNN) is proposed in this paper for in-loop filtering in HEVC. The RHCNN is composed of several residual highway units and convolutional layers. In the highway units, there are some paths that could allow unimpeded information across several layers. Moreover, there also exists one identity skip connection (shortcut) from the beginning to the end, which is followed by one small convolutional layer. Without conflicting with deblocking filter (DF) and sample adaptive offset (SAO) filter in HEVC, RHCNN is employed as a high-dimension filter following DF and SAO to enhance the quality of reconstructed frames. To facilitate the real application, we apply the proposed method to I frame, P frame, and B frame, respectively. For obtaining better performance, the entire quantization parameter (QP) range is divided into several QP bands, where a dedicated RHCNN is trained for each QP band. Furthermore, we adopt a progressive training scheme for the RHCNN where the QP band with lower value is used for early training and their weights are used as initial weights for QP band of higher values in a progressive manner. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is able to not only raise the PSNR of reconstructed frame but also prominently reduce the bit-rate compared with HEVC reference software.